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This report includes nine powerful tips and three actionable steps you 

can take immediately.  

 

It also includes a list of suggested readings for even more information.  
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TOP TIPS          
 

Mental strength isn't just a measure of our resilience and a reflection of our 

actions. While positive action can pave the way for mental fortitude, avoiding 

detrimental behaviors is equally crucial. This fine balance between action and 

restraint defines the mentally tough. Here are some things mentally strong people 

avoid, ensuring they maintain resilience and focus even amidst life's most 

challenging moments. 

 

1. Engage in Negative Self-Talk 
 

Mentally strong people avoid self-deprecation and the spiral of self-doubt. 

They recognize that words have power. They catch negative self-talk as it 

happens. The mentally strong challenge and reframe their negative thoughts, 

ensuring their inner dialogue is constructive and empowering.  

 

2. Avoid All Risks 
 

Avoiding risk might ensure a life devoid of certain challenges, but it also 

restricts opportunities for growth and reward. By staying in a comfort zone, 

potential remains untapped. Mentally strong people thoroughly assess the 

risks they face, understand the potential outcomes, and boldly step forward, 

unafraid to take informed action. 

 

3. They Don't Feel Sorry for Themselves for Very Long 
 

Self-pity can become a terrible addiction. You believe the world is out to get 

you and can't do anything about it. Self-pity will lead to a life of frustration and 

little fulfillment. We all feel sorry for ourselves occasionally, but mentally 

tough people move on quickly. 
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4. Ignore Their Emotions 
 

Mental strength doesn't mean never feeling fear, sadness, or other similar 

emotions. The mentally strong address their emotions head-on. They look at 

their emotions objectively and try to figure out why they feel that way. 

Ignoring a negative experience means your emotions control you rather than 

you control them. 

 

5. They Accept the Possibility of a Negative Outcome 
 

Life's not always going to go your way. You probably know this. Sometimes, 

some people refuse to accept the possibility that life might get difficult. 

Mentally strong people embrace the fact that they will eventually deal with 

hardship. They accept that tough times will come and ensure they are as 

prepared as possible.  

 

6. Repeat Mistakes 
 

Even mentally strong people make mistakes or encounter failure. The 

difference is they choose to learn from them and avoid making the same 

mistake again. If you keep repeating the same mistake, take time to learn from 

it and develop a plan to move forward.  

 

7. Waste Energy on Things They Can't Control 
 

Mentally strong people understand the importance of focusing their energy on 

areas they can impact. They don't waste time worrying about situations or 

decisions beyond their influence. 
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8. Obsess Over Pleasing People 
 

Caring about others is good, but how can you handle your needs when 

constantly trying to be a people pleaser? Mental strength means having the 

courage to tell people no - without an explanation! Your time is valuable, and 

mentally strong people recognize that.  

 

9. Resent Other's Success 
 

Mentally strong individuals don't harbor envy or resentment towards others' 

achievements. Instead, they celebrate peers' success, viewing it as inspiration 

rather than competition. By maintaining a mindset of abundance rather than 

scarcity, they understand that another's triumph doesn't diminish their 

potential or worth. 
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FAST-ACTION STEPS 

 

1. Check Your Jealousy: The next time you experience envy because of 

someone else's success, stop yourself. Be happy for that person. Tell 

yourself this proves that good things can happen to anyone, including 

you. 

 

2. Set a 'Risk' Challenge: Once a month, intentionally do something that 

feels uncomfortable or slightly out of reach. Whether speaking in a 

public forum, taking on a new project, or learning a new skill, the 

objective is to grow confidence through exposure. 

 

3. Evaluate Current Comfort Zones: Spend a week journaling your daily 

routines, noting activities or decisions that stem from habit or fear. 

Reflect on areas that may benefit from a change or a challenge, 

however small. 
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FURTHER READINGS 
 

 

1. Be Mentally Strong During Tough Times 

 

 

 

 

2. 13 Things Mentally Strong People Don't Do 

 

 

 

 

3. Mental Toughness 

 

 

 

 

4. 13 Things Mentally Strong Women Don't Do 

 

 

 

 

5. 13 Things Mentally Strong Parents Don't Do  

https://amzn.to/3PJRoMX
https://amzn.to/3RQVKUW
https://amzn.to/3ZHboV1
https://amzn.to/46uhRp3
https://amzn.to/3ruEBGa

